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Govt relaxes forest rule for infra projects in Naxal areas 
 
Amitabh Sinha  
 
Making further concessions for creating public infrastructure in Naxalite areas, the 
government on Thursday ordered that projects like building of roads, schools or hospitals on 
forest land would not require clearance under the Forest Conservation Act, 1980 as long as 
the total forest land to be diverted is not more than five hectares. 
 
In such cases, the state governments themselves would be authorised to grant approvals 
and applications need not be sent to the Union Environment Ministry for approval. 
 
Only recently, the Environment Ministry had raised this ceiling from one hectare to two 
hectares. However, a number of chief ministers wrote to Environment Minister Jairam 
Ramesh asking for further relaxation of the provisions of FCA in the Naxalite areas. 
 
Ramesh was given a detailed presentation on this issue by the Maharashtra government 
during his visit to Gadchiroli district in the state earlier this week. Home Minister P 
Chidambaram, Planning Commission Deputy Chairman Montek Singh Ahluwalia and 
Planning Commission Member Secretary Sudha Pillai have also spoken in favour of an 
upward revision of this ceiling. 
 
“I am now convinced that we should allow state governments the flexibility up to five 
hectares to clear public infrastructure projects without applying for clearance under the FCA, 
1980,” Ramesh said. 
 
The changed provisions would apply in the 60 districts worst affected by Left-wing extremism 
as identified by the Planning Commission and the Home Ministry. Most of these districts fall 
in remote and dense forest areas with little presence of government agencies. 
 
Thursday’s decision will help in removing procedural bottlenecks in implementing a large 
number of projects like building of police stations, irrigation facilities, electrical or 
communication lines, technical institutes or skill development centres, power sub-stations, 
rural roads or communication posts. 
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Maharashtra village first in India with right to harvest bamboo 
Gadchiroli (Maharashtra), April 28 (IANS) 
 
Mendha-Lekha, a remote village in the Maoist-affected Gadchiroli district of eastern 
Maharashtra, has become the first in the country where tribals have been given the 
right to sell bamboo harvested from the surrounding forests, an official said. 
 
The villagers, numbering around 3,000, attended the function Wednesday when 
village head Devaji Tofa was handed over a transit passbook, enabling the villagers 
to sell the bamboo from the region in the markets. 
 
The transit passes are required to take the bamboo from the village to the market, 
but the state forest department had refused the facility to the villagers for over one-
and-a-half years. 
 
"This is a historic occasion which serves to empower the local villagers and make 
them economically stronger," Chief Minister Prithviraj Chavan said on the occasion. 
 
Chavan said that though Gadchiroli with 78 percent forest cover is the greenest 
district in the state, it is also the most economically backward. 
 
Ironically, the green cover was restricting the scope of taking up developmental 
projects in the district and this in turn was giving rise to the problems of Maoists 
here, Chavan remarked. 
 
In addition, Chavan pointed out being a remote district hard hit by Maoism, officials 
refused to take up postings here. 
 
"Around 40 percent of the government posts here are lying vacant, further 
hampering development prospects here. Giving forest rights to the local people is the 
best way to save our forests," Chavan said." 
 
Speaking on the occasion, union Minister for Environment and Forests Jairam 
Ramesh said that the revolutionary move on bamboo would now place a greater 
responsibility on the villagers to protect forests. 
 
He said that since 2006 when the Forest Rights Act was implemented, 1.10 million 
people around the country have been vested with the right to gather and sell minor 
forest products like bamboo, mahua, tendu leaves and sal seeds. 
 
"Of these (1.10 million), 1,00,000 tribals are in Maharashtra alone. However, the 
country still lags behind in giving community rights over the local forests," Ramesh 
said. 
From the total of 2,800 community rights over forests given around the country, as 
many as 691 villages are in Maharashtra alone, and Ramesh called for giving similar 
rights to more villages. 
 



The state forest department drew flak from all the dignitaries for refusing to give the 
transit passes to the local villagers. 
 
Ramesh went to the extent of warning the concerned officials of legal action for 
refusing the transit passes henceforth. 
 
Present on the occasion were state Home Minister and guardian minister of 
Gadchiroli R. R. Patil, Forests Minister Patangrao Kadam, local legislator Namdev 
Usendi, Principal Chief Conservator of Forests A. K. Joshi and Sunita Narain of the 
Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi. 
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Jairam Ramesh launches bamboo initiative for tribals in Maharashtra village 
 
 
Union environment and forests minister Jairam Ramesh, along with Maharashtra 
chief minister Prithviraj Chavan, on Wednesday launched a programme giving tribals 
right to harvest bamboo as a forest produce in a tribal village here. 
 
Ramesh and Chavan handed over transit passes to tribals of Lekha Mendha village 
thus according them the right of harvesting and managing bamboo as a forest 
produce. 
 
The Lekha Mendha Gram Sabha in Dhanora tehsil of the Naxal-affected Gadchiroli 
district thus became the first in the country to have such a right. 
 
Terming the initiative revolutionary, Ramesh said it will bring about a change in the 
life of tribals and other forest dwellers. 
 
Forest and the tribals cannot live separately. They are interdependent and this 
relation needs to be strengthened. The 1927 Forest Act is not supportive to the 
people and some of its provisions need to be changed as they cannot protect the 
forests, he said. 
 
As many as 25 crore people of the country depend upon forests and their interests 
cannot be ignored. Unless the tribals are given their rights over forests, it cannot be 
protected, Ramesh said. 
 
The minister also stressed on the need to give the villagers more community rights 
under the Forest Rights Act. 
 
Ramesh said the Central government will soon take a decision on a minimum support 
price for minor forest produces so that people could be benefited. 
 
He also announced that the limit of forest land to be given under community rights 
will be increased to five hectares from the present two hectares in the Naxal affected 
districts of Maharashtra. 
 
"Now the state government will be able to take decisions at their level for such a 
forest land required for public purposes," he said adding that an amendment is being 
made in the Forest Act which will make it necessary to have the consent of the Gram 
Sabha to book any person under the Forest Act. 
 
Terming the event historic, chief minister Chavan said following the initiative 
villagers would get real benefit of the minor forest produces. 
 
Similar rights will soon be given for the tendu leaves produce as well, he said adding 
that the minimum support price will also be given to minor forest produces. 
 



Chavan said a centre of the bamboo mission will be opened at Gadchiroli and a minor 
forest produces processing unit will be opened at Chamorshi town in the district. 
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Maharashtra tribals get right to harvest bamboo 
 
 
Chetan Chauhan, Hindustan Times 
New Delhi, April 28, 2011 
 
For the first time in the independent India, tribals on Thursday got a licence to 
harvest and trade bamboo as a minor forest produce to improve their livelihood. A 
transit pass book to harvest and transport bamboo was given to tribals of Mendha 
Lekha village in Gadchiroli district of Maharashtra after Environment minister Jairam 
Ramesh threatened to take disciplinary action. 
 
“If transit pass is not given, legal action would be taken against officials,” he warned 
and emphasised that the power to issue transit passes for bamboo must be retained 
by gram sabha. Till Wednesday, the forest department was not willing to handover 
the transit book saying it was an exclusive right of the forest department under the 
Indian Forest Act (IFA). 
 
Ramesh said the Forest Rights Act supersedes this provision of the IFA. After the 
warning, the department handed over the transit permit passbook to local 
community leader Devaji Tofa. The passes are needed to take bamboo out of the 
village and sell it in the market. 
 
Mendha Lekha was one of the two villages in the country to win community rights 
over their forests in December 2009 under the Forest Rights Act of 2006, which gives 
tribal and forest dwellers the right to gather and sell minor forest produce, including 
bamboo, in the market.  
 
Sudha Pillai, member secretary of Planning Commission termed the day as “historic” 
as injustice done to tribals in 1857 by the British was undone. “It is liberation for 
tribals similar to what India got after Mahatma Gandhi’s anti salt march,” she said, in 
presence of Ramesh and Maharashtra Chief Minister Prithviraj Chavan. 
 
Controlled by the forest department, bamboo business is worth Rs 5,000 crore in 
India. If Lekha’s achievement is replicated elsewhere it can change lives of millions 
of tribals. 
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Gadchiroli village is first to get bamboo rights 
Vivek Deshpande  
 
After a long battle with the Forest Department, this village in a remote, Naxal-affected part of 
the state on Thursday became the first village in the country to become eligible to own, cut, 
use and sell bamboo — declared minor forest produce by the Forest Rights Act. 
 
Mendha-Lekha is the also the first village to get community rights over its forest under FRA. 
 
In a programme attended by, among others, Chief Minister Prithviraj Chavan, a number of 
ministers, MLAs and thousands of villagers, Union Environment Minister Jairam Ramesh not 
only handed over the much-needed transit passes, which is required to transport bamboo 
out of the village, but also announced more sops for future. Ramesh said he would clear 
pending files regarding 22 irrigation projects in Gadchiroli and added that villages in 
Gadchiroli and Gondia will get up to 12.5 acres for community programmes directly with the 
state government’s permission. 
 
He said he has also written to the Planning Commission that 12 minor forest product items 
be given a minimum support price by the Centre. 
 
In another significant move, Ramesh announced that the “bhayanak (draconian)” provision 
to register offences in the Indian Forest Act against villagers entering forests will soon be 
repealed. “It is based on the British era understanding that villages and forests can’t co-
exist,” he said. 
 
As reported earlier by The Indian Express, Ramesh has not taken state forest departments 
into confidence before formulating the proposed amendment. 
 
Not to be left behind, Chief Minister Chavan went a step ahead and said, “Not only bamboo, 
but also tendu should be completely handed over to villages. We will initiate steps for this.” 
 
“And not just jal, jungle, jamin, but water should also be owned by the tribals. We will all fight 
for this together,” he added. 
 
Home Minister and Gadchiroli District Guardian Minister R R Patil strongly criticised Forest 
Conservation Act and forest administration as being impediments in developmental works. 
 
 
"Ministry Of Environment And Forests (MOEF)", "Forests", "Forest Products", 
"Mendha Lekha", "Gadchiroli (D)", "Maharashtra", "Bamboo", "Forest Conservation", 
Forest Act, 
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Village wins three-decade battle to sell bamboo 
JAIDEEP HARDIKAR 
 
Gadchiroli (Maharashtra), April 27: Power comes through the barrel of a gun, Mao 
Zedong said. For Lekha-Mendha, though, such power seems rooted in bamboo. 
 
The village in Maharashtra’s Gadchiroli today became the first in India to win the 
right to grow, harvest and sell bamboo, a key goal of a five-year-old central law 
which aims to give tribal communities control over some resources of the jungles 
they live in. 
 
“This is a historic day. Bamboo has been liberated (from government control),” said 
Union environment minister Jairam Ramesh as the forest department handed over 
the powers to issue permits over bamboo to the headman of the village, dominated 
by the Gondi tribals. 
 
Chief minister Prithviraj Chavan, also present with several of his cabinet colleagues, 
echoed Ramesh. “This one’s not a small event. Your voice is bound to reach other 
forest villages in the country.” Old-timers in the area, which borders the Maoist-
infested Bastar in Chhattisgarh, could not recall the last time a chief minister arrived 
with a VIP retinue as big. 
 
“It took over three decades to get what is ours,” said Lekha-Mendha’s sexagenarian 
chief Devaji Tofa before he received the permits at the event. Then, the bespectacled 
leader rent the air with a slogan coined years ago: “Delhi-Mumbai mawa sarkar, 
mawa nate mate sarkar (We’ve our government in Delhi and Mumbai, but here in our 
village, we ourselves are the government).” The crowd of tribals chorused. 
 
Mendha was being seen as a test case for tribals to get control of minor forest 
produce — the main aim of the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest 
Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006, in short the forests rights act 
(FRA). 
 
Earnings from minor forest produce — which includes bamboo and could later cover 
other items such as herbs and leaves — could top Rs 50,000 crore, says the Planning 
Commission. 
 
The forest department had opposed the move. “Our main concern was that such 
sweeping powers could be misused by villagers leading to the degradation and 
overexploitation of bamboo forests,” said an official. 
 
The first breakthrough came this January, when the Centre recognised bamboo as 
grass, not timber, something taxonomists and biologists have been saying for ages. 
Till then, the forest departments across the country had used the old classification to 
deny communities control over bamboo, arguing that the Indian Forest Act, 1927, 
treated bamboo as a tree and, hence, it was not a minor forest produce. 
 



Even last week, the principal chief conservator of forests (Maharashtra), Alok Joshi, 
said in a letter to the additional chief secretary (forests) that it would be illegal if 
village communities cut and sell bamboo from forests under the FRA without the 
prior permission. Joshi cited a provision in the forest conservation act of 1927 to 
drive home his point. 
 
But Ramesh appeared to reject the argument outright today. “We can change the 
law, the rules, but it’s time we changed our mindset,” the Union minister said in an 
apparent snub to the forest officials. “There is no need to amend or make any other 
law to implement to give a community a right to harvest or sell bamboo under the 
FRA. It is a violation of law if any forest official is not giving the right to the villages 
that have been granted the community rights under the FRA and we will legally 
proceed against such officials,” he warned. 
 
Chief minister Chavan worked over the past two months behind the scenes to 
convince the forest department to change its stand. 
 
R.R. Patil, the Maharashtra home minister who oversees Gadchiroli as “guardian 
minister”, went a step further and said Tendu leaves too should be handed over to 
the villages. Tendu leaves are used to make bidis and wrappers. 
 
Village head Tofa pledged to protect the forests. “Remember, with the power comes 
the responsibility. It’s now our responsibility to protect our forests.” 
Top 
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Ramesh cracks whip, warns foresters 
Ramu Bhagwat, TNN | Apr 28, 2011, 07.27am IST 
 
MENDHA (Gadchiroli): Issuing a stern warning to the country's forest bureaucracy, Union 
forest minister Jairam Ramesh said officials who fail to implement the Forest Rights Act, 
2006, will be liable to face action. 
 
After the revolutionary step of handing over full community forest rights to Mendha, the first 
village in the country to get community right to harvest and sell bamboo, Ramesh told the 
forest officials that they need to change their mindset. "You cannot save forests without the 
involvement of people. And to involve people, it's imperative to give them a stake. That is 
what the Act intends – to give individual and communities living in and around forests a right 
to have their say and make use of minor forest produce," Ramesh said here on Wednesday. 
 
The historic event was marked by handing over of the transit pass (book), required for 
movement of the bamboo after its sale, to the Gram Sabha of Mendha. The Gram Sabha 
and not the forest department will now regulate bamboo harvesting and its sale in the village. 
 
Ramesh's warning to forest officials assumes importance in view of their reluctance to 
implement the provisions on community forest rights. The law was passed in 2006 and its 
rules and regulations were framed in 2008. Yet, it was not implemented anywhere in the 
country – till Mendha Lekha happened. In fact, a few days ago, in response to an appeal by 
Ramesh, the state's principal chief conservator of forests A K Joshi had replied. He 
expressed reservations and claimed that the implementation could be detrimental for forest 
conservation. Ramesh lauded chief minister Prithviraj Chavan for taking the bold and 
courageous step to implement the FRA in its true spirit. 
 
"Today I want to send a loud and clear message that the Forest Rights Act overtakes the 
archaic Forest Conservation Act, 1927, which pitted the tribals against the forest department. 
FRA was being misinterpreted causing delay in its implementation. But from today, this will 
change. Bamboo is liberated. The true implementation of FRA, by passing on the financial 
benefits of community rights, begins today," said Ramesh. 
 
After bamboo, the next big step would be giving a similar right on tendu leaf, Mahua and wax 
for entitled communities, hinted Ramesh. Tendu and bamboo are the gross revenue earners 
for the forest department and at the same time a major source of corruption. 
 
Ramesh along with Maharashtra chief minister Chavan, Planning Commission member-
secretary Sudha Pillai, state home minister R R Patil, forest minister Patangrao Kadam, trbal 
development minister Babanrao Pachpute, environment and cultural affairs minister Sanjay 
Deotale, local MLAs, top forest officials and Sunita Narain from the Centre for Science and 
Environment, New Delhi, and social activists like Mohan Hirabhai Hiralal of Vrikshamitra 
had supported Mendha village in its 20-year-long struggle to claim its community right. 
Village elder Devaji Tofa and the disciplined gram sabha which had the conviction to declare 
itself government at the village level, were instrumental in achieving this revolutionary 
success. 
 
Chavan said the handing over of the TP book to the gram sabha was not a small village 
function but a historical event. He noted that it was perhaps the first time that so many 
dignitaries had converged at a small village like this. He exhorted the people not to misuse 
the new power given to them and use it judiciously with responsibility so that forests are 
saved while sustaining livelihoods. He announced that a bamboo processing zone would be 
set up at Chamorshi in the district. He would also take up starting of an office of the National 
Bamboo Mission here, he said. 
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Maharashtra govt embarrasses Jairam, trips up bamboo harvesting 
Tribune News Service 
 
Mumbai, April 26 
Union Minister for Environment and Forests Jairam Ramesh, who is all set to flag off 
harvesting of bamboo by villagers under the new Forest Rights Act, is facing severe 
embarrassment from the Maharashtra government which has threatened to arrest those who 
do so. 
 
Ramesh is all set to kick off harvesting of bamboo by the villagers of Mendha Lekha in 
Maharashtra's Gadchiroli village on Wednesday. The event will have dignitaries from 
Maharashtra and activists like Sunita Narain of the Centre for Science and Environment 
in attendance. 
 
Under Ramesh, the Union Ministry of Environment and Forests has ruled that bamboo is a 
grass and not a 'tree' and thus cannot be classified as timber. 
 
However Maharashtra's Principal Conservator of Forests (Nagpur Division) where Mendha 
Lekha falls does not think so and tersm it as an offence, according to a note made by an 
unnamed official. 
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Neighbouring villages now keen to go the Mendha way 
 
 
 
MENDHA (Gadchiroli district): Though the law has the provision for granting 
community rights, forest officials are yet to reconcile with the fact that the control on 
bamboo, which they have had for nearly 150 years, would go away. While a 
proactive Union forest and environment minister Jairam Ramesh is keen on 
implementing the Forest Rights Act in its letter and spirit, the forest bureaucracy is 
reluctant to do so. 
 
This became evident when the forest officials did not bother to withdraw cases of 
violation of transport pass (TP) rule against local MLA Namdeo Usendi and several 
villagers of Mendha who felled bamboo and sold it openly on March 15 as a symbolic 
act of protest against the forest department. 
 
Defying the forest officers' diktats, the villagers exercised their right on that day and 
the Congress MLA bought the bamboo as a customer. "I am sure they intend to 
withdraw the case as we have done nothing wrong. The villagers had a right to cut 
and sell it as per the fixed criteria," Usendi told TOI on Tuesday. 
 
Mendha is part of the Lekha gram panchayat along with nearby Kanhartola. But, 
strangely, while Mendha has asserted its forest rights, the other two villages are not 
so keen on them. Only now, spurred by the neighbouring village's success, Lekha 
has sought to claim its community rights. 
 
While social worker Mohan Hirabhai Hiralal credits this to Mendha's fighting spirit of 
unity, Usendi says the fact that Lekha, with a population of 750, having a mix of 
different communities may be the reason for unanimity on issues being difficult to 
achieve. Hiralal, however, insists that Mendha's success has nothing to do with its 
homogeneity. "This model can be replicated in any village and thus the provision for 
exercising community forest rights can be gainfully exercised," he asserts. 
 
While Mendha has rights on forests area of 1809 hectares, Lekha with a larger 
population has rights on around 300 hectares only and that may have diminished the 
Lekha villagers' interest in forest affairs. Paddy cultivation of a medium type with 
land holding of 1.5 to 15 acres is the major occupation in these three villages, 
located 31km from Gadchiroli on Dhanora road. 
 
The villages are close to the main state highway and hardly have Naxal presence. 
Yet, there was massive deployment of the police here in view of the VIP visits on 
Wednesday in this otherwise Naxalite-affected district. 
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'Conservationists' fears about bamboo exploitation unfounded' 
 
NAGPUR: The Vidarbha Nature Conservation Society (VNCS) has stressed the need 
for change in forest management from production forestry to conservation forestry, 
by identifying people as the main partners and creating and legalising their 
management rights over forest resources. 
 
Dilip Gode, secretary of VNCS, Nagpur, said the move of Jairam Ramesh, union 
minister for environment and forests, advising states to include bamboo in the list of 
minor forest produce (MFP) is welcome step. 
 
Gode described as 'unfounded' the fears of wildlife conservationists who feel that 
bamboo, which provides shelter to the wild animals, will be exploited if the 
management is handed over to the communities. 
 
Majority of the tribals living in forest areas depend on bamboo for housing, 
agricultural implements, handicraft and livelihood. In many areas, bamboo has been 
wiped out due to severe exploitation for industrial use. 
 
Maharashtra forest has a bamboo species called dendrocalamus strictus in over 
12,000 sq km area. The draft Maharashtra Bamboo Policy 2007 speaks about 
important role of it in the lives of rural and tribal population. 
 
"The state itself admits the livelihood concerns of poor rural and tribal population. 
But ironically, the population is denied its right of management over bamboo, which 
is ridiculous," Gode remarked. 
 
Regulations like Provisions of Panchayat Extension to Schedule Areas Act (PESA) 
1996 and Forest Rights Act (FRA) 2006 empower locals and community institutions 
to use, collect and market MFPs, including bamboo. 
 
Both Acts together with Biological Diversity Act 2006 enacted by the Parliament 
empower communities for the participatory management of forest resources 
including water and the traditional rights. 
 
In Eastern Vidarbha, particularly in Gadchiroli, Chandrapur, Gondia and Bhandara 
and Nagpur districts, rural economy is based on forest resources and non-timber 
forest produce (NTFPs). This is the reason why very few farmers' suicides have been 
reported in this region. 
 
Gode said there are more than 750 villages that have submitted their claims of 
community forest resources (CFR) under the FRA. Government should process and 
approve these claims so that villagers with biodiversity management committees, 
joint forest management committees (JFMCs) or any other community institutions 
could manage forests of their area and promote protection and regeneration of 
bamboo. 
 



In-situ conservation of bamboo would enhance its repository, which could fetch good 
revenue for the communities. It can be shared by selling bamboo in the market 
through forest department by ensuring 100% of its proceeds to the people. "It would 
create a stable and sustainable source of livelihoods to thousands of poor rural 
people," said Gode. 
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Ready for bamboo revolution 
 
MENDHA (Gadchiroli district): It will be the triumph of people's power. History will be 
created on Wednesday when this tiny village, in one of the most underdeveloped 
districts, exercises its community right under the Forest Rights Act (FRA) to harvest 
and sell bamboo. It will be the first village in the country to do so. 
 
In a symbolic act of recognizing the community's right, Union minister for 
environment and forest Jairam Ramesh and chief minister Prithviraj Chavan will hand 
over the transit pass (TP) book to the gram sabha, which can now permit harvest 
and sale of bamboo. This process was earlier controlled by the forest department. 
 
On the eve of the dignitaries' visit to the village, there was palpable excitement 
among the 450 inhabitants. Women and men huddled in a gram sabha meeting while 
young girls were busy sprucing up courtyards by sprinkling the traditional 'sada' 
(water mixed with cowdung). 
 
"Indeed, we are happy Mendha is getting the privilege to be the first village in the 
country to get its right. But we are not getting anything special. It's just a right laid 
down in the Forest Rights Act 2006 declaring bamboo as minor forest produce (MFP), 
and being implemented now," said a modest Mohan Hirabai Hiralal. 
 
This social worker has led the village's struggle since 1987 and is inspired by 
Gandhian ideals of non-violence and Vinoba Bhave's edicts of 'Swarajya shastra' - a 
village community ruled by consensus. 
 
"Mendha's victory was possible because it is a unique village, where every decision is 
taken unanimously by villagers in the gram sabha. I was working in the social sector 
in the district and searching for a place where villagers are ready to assert their 
rights. Mendha fit the bill. Not because of its homogeneity, where all inhabitants are 
from the same tribe (Koya-Gond), but because of its human potential to fight for a 
cause," said Hiralal. He said that villagers have shown patience and perseverance in 
waging a struggle for 24 years to get what their due. 
 
Mendha traditionally depended on forests for a sustainable livelihood, since farming 
activity did not meet their requirements. Hiralal started living in the village to learn 
their language and to help the villagers become self confident, and realize their 
worth. 
 
Along with Devaji Tofa, a village elder and native, Hiralal introduced a study circle, 
which first vets and debates all issues before a decision is taken at the gram sabha - 
a congregation of all adults of the village. Attendance of at least one member of a 
household is compulsory. 
 
A typical gram sabha is chaired by any person chosen as head for that meeting. 
Skipping the meeting without giving a reason attracts a fine. Decisions at the gram 
sabha are taken only when there is consensus. 



 
At the study circle, outsiders, experts, social workers and NGOs are invited and 
consulted, and every dissent as well as approval has to be explained. However, the 
gram sabha is only for residents. It is thus a government at the village level, where 
no external interference is allowed. 
 
The village's success story is well documented. It first stood up against an interstate 
hydroelectric project being planned in the neighbourhood. The project would not 
have benefited Mendha village but would have deprived them of their livelihood 
source. Mendha fought against it till the proposal was dropped by the government. 
Similarly, in 1991, the village stood up against the government's plan to lease out 
the forest to a private paper mill, which had apparently worked out a deal to get 
bamboo dirt cheap from the forest department. 
 
Now, with recognition of its community right to harvest and sell bamboo from the 
forest, and getting the authority to administer transport pass provisions, the village 
has show how people's power can win without patronage or dependence on political 
leaders and the bureaucracy. 
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Forest babus, Jairam in bamboo war 
Nitin Sethi | TNN 
 
New Delhi: The forest bureaucracy has taken on environment minister Jairam Ramesh and 
Maharashtra chief minister Prithviraj Chavan to defend its turf. Despite the two planning to 
attend the first ever sale of bamboo by a village in India on April 27 in Mendha-Lekha of 
Gadchiroli under the Forest Rights Act, the state forest department has announced it is 
illegal and people will be prosecuted. 
    At stake is the forest bureacracy’s control over the Rs 10,000 crore annual business with 
the paper and pulp industry as the biggest benefactor for getting the raw material at dirt 
cheap prices. Mendha-Lekha is meant to set an example with the environment ministry 
finally accepting what the law says since 2006 – bamboo is a forest produce that people 
have a right to harvest and sell. 
    The Maharashtra principal chief conservator of forests (PCCF) — the highest forest official 
of the state — has written a letter warning that despite the Forest Rights Act of 2006 
declaring bamboo as a forest produce that people can harvest, the department will not allow 
people to cut it and they will continue to regulate its trade. His letter comes despite 
Ramesh’s official letter to all states that bamboo was a forest produce and people should be 
allowed to harvest it where they claim rights over it under the law. 
    The state department though has other plans as it has already decided to auction off the 
districts entire bamboo harvest having put out a tender for it in March 2011. 
    The state PCCF has said that the forest officials will decide what can be harvested if it can 
be at all and the village would have to seek their permission just as it did before. 
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Maharashtra forest officials 'defy' Ramesh on bamboo 
Nitin Sethi, TNN, Apr 26, 2011, 01.35am IST 
 
 
 
NEW DELHI: The forest bureaucracy has taken on environment minister Jairam 
Ramesh and Maharashtra chief minister Prithviraj Chahavan to defend its turf. 
Despite the two planning to attend the first ever sale of bamboo by a village in India 
on April 25 in Mendha-Lekha of Gadchiroli under the Forest Rights Act, the state 
forest department has announced that it is illegal and people will be prosecuted if 
they do so. 
 
At stake is the forest bureacracy's control over the Rs 10,000 crore annual business 
with the paper and pulp industry as the biggest benefactor for getting the raw 
material at dirt cheap prices. Mendha-Lekha is meant to set an example with the 
environment ministry finally accepting what the law says since 2006 â€“ bamboo is a 
forest produce that people have a right to harvest and sell. 
 
The Maharashtra principal chief conservator of forests (PCCF) â€“ the highest forest 
official of the state â€“ has written a letter warning that despite the Forest Rights Act 
of 2006 declaring bamboo as a forest produce that people can harvest, the forest 
department will not allow the people to cut it and they will continue to regulate its 
trade. 
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Mendha Lekha to be first village to harvest bamboo 
 
Chetan Chauhan, Hindustan Times 
New Delhi, April 23, 2011 
 
 
Over 150 years after a traditional right of poor tribals — to harvest bamboo — was 
snatched by the British government, it will be restored next Wednesday in a small 
tribal village in naxal-infested Gadchiroli district of Maharashtra.  Mendha Lekha 
village in the district will become first village in India where harvesting bamboo will 
be recognised as a community right of tribals and other forest dwellers. 
 
Since 1857, bamboo has remained under the grip of India’s forest bureaucracy, 
which has refused to let go of this money-spinning forest product. It finally became a 
legal right for forest bureaucracy when the British enacted the Indian Forest Act in 
1927, which categorised bamboo as a tree, thereby preventing local forest dwellers 
from harvesting them without requisite permission from the forest department. The 
regime had been followed in independent India. 
 
The change became possible after environment minister Jairam Ramesh in March 
informed the state governments that bamboo will not be treated as a tree under 
Indian Forest Act anymore and will be considered a minor forest produce like tendu 
leaf. 
 
Congress-ruled Maharashtra was the first state to leap on the opportunity provided 
by Ramesh, a Congress minister in the Centre. The right will be granted to Mendha 
Lekha village in presence of Maharashtra CM Prithviraj Chavan and Ramesh next 
Wednesday. 
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Mendha Lekha is first village to exercise right to harvest bamboo 
Dipannita Das, TNN, Apr 23, 2011, 11.40pm IST 
 
PUNE: Mendha Lekha in Gadchiroli district will become the first village in the country 
to exercise its community right to harvest bamboo under the Forest Rights Act. 
 
Union state environment and forest minister Jairam Ramesh and chief minister 
Prithviraj Chavan will visit the village on April 27 to give transit passbook to the 
gram sabha which permits harvest and sale of bamboo. 
 
The bamboo was earlier treated as a timber under provisions of the Indian Forest 
Act, though technically it is a grass. This gave the forest department the exclusive 
right to harvest it and exercise tight control on the lucrative multi-crore trade in 
bamboo. However, the Forest Rights Act changed this by categorising bamboo as a 
minor forest produce that can be sold and harvested by local communities using 
government transit passes. 
 
The Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), a public interest research and 
advocacy organisation based in New Delhi, intervened and coordinated with the 
ministry to treat bamboo as a minor forest produce. Sunita Narain, director 
general of CSE, who will attend the programme, said it is a very important 
development. "Since 1857, bamboo has remained shackled in the grips of India's 
forest bureaucracy which has refused to let go of this money-spinning forest product. 
Now the Forest Rights Act will enable villagers of Mendha Lekha undo this historic 
wrong and liberate bamboo by being the first in the country to exercise their 
community rights granted under the Act to harvest this and other minor forest 
produce," Narain said. 
 
Most forest departments did not issue transit passes despite the ministry of 
environment and forest's letter to all state chief ministers (dated March 21, 2011) 
asking them to declare and treat bamboo as a minor forest produce. Ashish Kothari, 
a member of Kalpavriksh Environmental Action Group and the Forest Rights Act 
national committee, told TOI that many environment groups wrote to Jairam Ramesh 
about the refusal of the foresters to issue transit passes. 
 
Mendha-Lekha village in Gadchiroli district was amongst the first villages to get 
community forest rights last year. Kalpavriksh has done case studies on community 
conserved areas in the country, including this village. Kothari said the village is rich 
in biodiversity and the locals have played an important role in protecting the forest 
for decades. The Forest Rights Act, 2006, grants community forest rights to manage, 
protect, revive the forest and to own and dispose of minor forest products from 
forests where they had traditional access. This includes the right to sell. But the 
residents have not been allowed to sell bamboo to outsiders, as the forest 
department did not issue transit passes. Subodh Kulkarni, a member of Gyan 
Probodhini Sanstha, said, "We showed the letter sent by Jairam Ramesh to the forest 
department. But the department refused to give us the transit pass for bamboo.'' 
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Boost for bamboo, bustfor tiger 
 
NAGPUR: Even as Maharashtra will rewrite history in Gadchiroli on April 27, as 
bamboo, a hugely contested product of India's forests, will attain its liberation, 
wildlife experts have sounded a note of caution on the issue. 
 
On Thursday, Mendha-Lekha and Marda in Gadchiroli will be India's first two villages 
to get community right to harvest bamboo under the Forest Rights Act (FRA). This 
will formally be announced by Union environment and forest minister Jairam Ramesh 
and chief minister Prithviraj Chavan. Sunita Narain, director general, Centre for 
Science and Environment (CSE), will also be present. 
 
Talking to TOI on Friday, Ramesh confirmed his Gadchiroli visit on April 27 with 
Chavan. "I will declare bamboo as minor forest produce (MFP). This will go a long 
way to supplement livelihood needs of tribals," he stressed. 
 
Even the state government in its Vidarbha package announced in 2009 had promised 
to declare bamboo as a minor forest produce and said tribals would be allowed to 
extract bamboo and sell it. 
 
However, wildlife experts say Ramesh's move may devastate the central India's 
ecology. Bamboo harvesting policy without considering its ecological aspects cannot 
be supported at all. Bamboo clumps in floral composition actually decide the prey 
base occupancy in any area. 
 
Today, you see tigers in Chandrapur district due to bamboo. Bamboo is a good 
habitat for tigers and wildlife. Many important birds like grey jungle fowl, red jungle 
fowl and rufus turtle dove actually depend on bamboo flower seed. 
 
"I don't think it's a wise decision. The basic principle of any best conservation policy 
is to harvest the resources which you grow," said conservationist Kishor Rithe. 
 
Rithe adds humans should harvest only the forest resources which they grow and in 
the same proportion of the yield. In case of bamboo, government is implementing 
the National Bamboo Mission (NBM) but it has not been very effective in increasing 
bamboo output. 
 
Ramesh's decision will have serious implications on protected areas (PAs) even it is 
banned. There are many NGOs which promote bamboo for craft making that 
encourages locals to harvest bamboo from wildlife potential areas threatening tigers' 
existence. 
 
A senior wildlife expert, close to Ramesh, said he is doing this in support of tribals 
and wants to show that he too equally cares for them. However, he needs to 
understand and highlight the real issues. 
 



On the contrary, Mohan Hirabai Hiralal, who played a crucial role for Mendha-Lekha, 
says FRA grants ownership rights to tribals to extract bamboo and sell it. Even right 
to issue transit pass (TP) will be wrested with the gram sabha. 
 
Hiralal says for this, villages will have to go through the procedure of getting 
community rights under FRA. When asked will the same procedure be applicable in 
PAs, he said, "no, in PAs different clauses are applicable." 
 
However, another conservationist Prafulla Bhamburkar says bamboo and wild 
animals have interdependent relation. It forms habitat for animals as well as food for 
them. 
 
Specially, tiger needs bamboo as camouflage shelter in summer. Dominant bamboo 
patches provide shade in dry deciduous forest area. In dry season bamboo is main 
available food for herbivores. 
 
"All these factors should be considered when forest goes open for bamboo extraction 
to locals. Bamboo extraction should be allowed up to certain distance for biodiversity 
conservation and protection. Bamboo is for money and livelihood for man but it is 
more for wild animals as a survival right," Bhamburkar commented. 
 
 
He adds that Maharashtra Bamboo Policy 2008 mentions that tribals and other forest 
dwellers living in forest will have traditional rights and concessions on forest produce, 
but it doesn't talk of wildlife. 
 
 
Changing definitions 
 
 
* Historically, bamboo has been considered a tree or timber, which gives forest 
department exclusive rights to harvest it. FRA has changed that by categorising 
bamboo as a minor forest produce (MFP), it can be harvested by communities, but 
by following requisite procedure only. 
 
 
* The domestic bamboo sector is faced with many constraints like lack of scientific 
methods for propagation and cultivation; post-harvest treatment for product 
development and inadequate infrastructure harvesting. 
 
 
* In Maharashtra, there is 1.20 million hectare of bamboo forest, which is 10% of 
the forest area. Potential productivity of bamboo forest areas in the state is 1.20 
million metric tonnes (MMT) per annum. 
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Mendha Lekha is first village to exercise right to harvest bamboo 
 
PUNE: Mendha Lekha in Gadchiroli district will become the first village in the country 
to exercise its community right to harvest bamboo under the Forest Rights Act. 
 
Union state environment and forest minister Jairam Ramesh and chief minister 
Prithviraj Chavan will visit the village on April 27 to give transit passbook to the 
gram sabha which permits harvest and sale of bamboo. 
 
The bamboo was earlier treated as a timber under provisions of the Indian Forest 
Act, though technically it is a grass. This gave the forest department the exclusive 
right to harvest it and exercise tight control on the lucrative multi-crore trade in 
bamboo. However, the Forest Rights Act changed this by categorising bamboo as a 
minor forest produce that can be sold and harvested by local communities using 
government transit passes. 
 
The Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), a public interest research and 
advocacy organisation based in New Delhi, intervened and coordinated with the 
ministry to treat bamboo as a minor forest produce. Sunita Narain, director general 
of CSE, who will attend the programme, said it is a very important development. 
"Since 1857, bamboo has remained shackled in the grips of India's forest 
bureaucracy which has refused to let go of this money-spinning forest product. Now 
the Forest Rights Act will enable villagers of Mendha Lekha undo this historic wrong 
and liberate bamboo by being the first in the country to exercise their community 
rights granted under the Act to harvest this and other minor forest produce," Narain 
said. 
 
Most forest departments did not issue transit passes despite the ministry of 
environment and forest's letter to all state chief ministers (dated March 21, 2011) 
asking them to declare and treat bamboo as a minor forest produce. Ashish Kothari, 
a member of Kalpavriksh Environmental Action Group and the Forest Rights Act 
national committee, told TOI that many environment groups wrote to Jairam Ramesh 
about the refusal of the foresters to issue transit passes. 
 
Mendha-Lekha village in Gadchiroli district was amongst the first villages to get 
community forest rights last year. Kalpavriksh has done case studies on community 
conserved areas in the country, including this village. Kothari said the village is rich 
in biodiversity and the locals have played an important role in protecting the forest 
for decades. The Forest Rights Act, 2006, grants community forest rights to manage, 
protect, revive the forest and to own and dispose of minor forest products from 
forests where they had traditional access. This includes the right to sell. But the 
residents have not been allowed to sell bamboo to outsiders, as the forest 
department did not issue transit passes. Subodh Kulkarni, a member of Gyan 
Probodhini Sanstha, said, "We showed the letter sent by Jairam Ramesh to the forest 
department. But the department refused to give us the transit pass for bamboo.'' 




